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Improve your Italian pronunciation and listening skills. Make learning new vocabulary so much

easier with 10 fun and engaging Italian stories. Listening to short stories is an effective and

enjoyable method to learning Italian. For those of you who can't just slip away from life, travel to

Italy, and immerse yourself in the language in order to learn it, this is your solution! Listening to

native-spoken Italian stories is the next best thing. Gain a greater vocabulary that you can use

immediately, every day. You will add 1500+ Italian words and expressions to your repertoire through

the encounter of descriptive sentences and casual conversations woven throughout the stories.

Sharpen your comprehension of the spoken word by listening to a native Italian speaker. Familiarize

yourself with a wide range of grammar structures and put them to use today. Avoid the monotonous

task of memorizing grammar rules. How awesome is that? Each story is recorded in two different

ways. A slow version helps beginners improve their pronunciation A normal, natural speed for

intermediate and advanced learners trains your ears to understand what is being said
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Languages are a hobby of mine, because let's face it; in today's world you aren't going to get very

far unless you are multilingual. Italian Short Stories has introduced me to an interesting approach to

learning a language. With each story being written in Italian, it gives you the ability to fully immerse

yourself in the language. Generally we are taught that immersion is one of the best ways to learn,

and coming from a military background with extensive global travel, I have found this to be true.The

Pimsleur approach has always been my gold standard for learning to speak a new language, but



audio lessons don't assist in reading and comprehension. This book fills that gap perfectly. And the

author is spot on when saying that the thrill that comes from completing a story is amazing. Not only

has my vocabulary increased by leaps and bounds, but my understanding of syntax and sentence

structure is now much closer to that of a native speaker.The stories are short, maybe two pages

long without the vocabulary assistance, and the summaries and small questionnaire at the end of

each are great tools to check your progress. The MP3 included is a wonderful boon to anyone who

needs assistance with pronunciation.Overall, I would definitely recommend this book to anyone

looking to supplement their language studies.

I absolutely loved this book. I studied Italian briefly last year but with my hectic life to haven't had

much time to practice. I'm very rusty. This book was great because the stories were shirt but

contained a lot of great vocabulary words. I like the fact that the glossary was placed within the

stories and then at the end of the stories as well. The Sunday being in Italian and English helped as

well. I felt like the words were really ended in my memory when I finished. I suggest all beginner

learned read this book and download the mp3 to hear the correct pronunciation too.

This book offers so many features. Everything from the audio mp3 to a translator. I have been

interested in learning a new language for a long time. I did take an Italian class in school but never

got a handle on it because of lack of time and resources. This book lets you work at your own

speed, and you can go over it as many times as you need. I also like that I can highlight specific

word and sentences so I can get them translated or just mark them and come back to it. I have

learned some important and common Phrases that I can practice in my everyday life. Great read!

The book was interesting and it was very interesting and not difficult book for beginners. It was good

that after every page phrases are in bold and there is a translation. It will help to remember new

words and phrases. So I really adivise you if you are beginner in Italian to read this book.

This book with short stories in Italian is perfect to people that have a little notion of the language,

and want to improve both listening and reading skills. I learned new words, phrases, correct

conjugation.In my case, i was really impressed to be able to follow the stories even after years

without practicing. The author was careful to provide the translation in English as the stories

follows.Another good thing is the possibility to listen both female and male voices as well. The

voices sounds clear and help the stories to be nice and easy to follow. The repetition of words make



us reinforce/recall the definition and it's usage.

I bought this book because it said free audio...it was such a pain to download the audio I gave up!!!

It was pretty but it takes time and practice

l like it a lot
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